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Photoelectric readings. Their significance for dust control on collieries, by G. H. J. Kitson
and Y. J. F. Haven
The theoretical strength of mine pillars-Part I. The cube strength of pillar material, by
C. Grobbelaar
Utilization of slags for the manufacture of cement, by P. R. Jochens, C. W. Wolhuter
and D. D. Howat
The computer mapping and assessment of borehole and sampling data for stable minerals,
particularly as applied in coal mining, by R. B. MacGillivray, D. M. Hawkins and
M. Berjak
The 'doorstopper' and triaxial rock stress measuring instruments developed by the C.S.I.R.,
by E. R. Leeman
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NOTICES
SYMPOSIUM

ON STAINLESS STEELS

This symposium, being held at The President Hotel, Johannesburg on 9th-11th
September, 1969, is being jointly sponsored by The South African Institute of Mining
and Metallurgy, The South African Corrosion Council and the Southern Africa
Stainless Steel Development Association, and supported by the c.S.J.R.
The three days of technical sessions, at which 350 delegates are expected, will
include introductory films on the properties and uses of stainless steels, papers on
corrosion problems and prevention, design and economics, welding and applications
in industries of particular importance to South Africa. The programme includes
four overseas guest speakers who are acknowledged leaders in their respective fields.
Detailed programmes together with application forms for registration will be
published shortly. Enquiries to P.G. Box 8954, Johannesburg.

SYMPOSIUM

ON THE RECOVERY OF PYRITE

You are reminded that a symposium on the recovery of pyrite will be held at
Kelvin House, Johannesburg on 12th and 13th June, 1969. This symposium is being
jointly sponsored by The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the
National Institute for Metallurgy.
There will be two days of technical sessions covering all aspects of pyrite which
should prove stimulating and instructive. A detailed programme with a registration
form has been sent to all members and you are reminded that these applications
should be returned to the Secretary before 15th May, 1969. If you have not received
this notification please contact the Secretary.

